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Being a mandatory passing point between the Mediterranean Sea and the Etang de Berre, Martigues
owns the durability of its occupation to this privileged situation.

This town is set by the sea with its canals and bridges, halfway between Marseille (Les Calanques) and
Arles (La Camargue), and it extends its arms to the south and to the Mediterranean Sea (“La Grande
Bleue”) with its little fishing harbors of Carro and La Couronne.

When seen from the highway viaduct, the center of Martigues appears like an island surrounded by
docks. In the morning, the town is draped with a milky light, which then appears gold when the sun sets.
That is why it deserves its nickname of « Provençale Venice ». Strong of a highly eventful history,
Martigues preserved itself from the furious wave of industrialization of the coast in the 1930s.
Nowadays, high technology works side by side with traditional fishing jobs and viticulture.
The first known occupation of the site is located in the actual district « l’Ile » and dates to the 5th
century BC. Gallo-roman Martigues is still relatively unknown. Only the villa of Saint-Julien les Martigues
demonstrates the effects of Romanization on the site.

During the Middle Ages, three boroughs appeared, each one protected by fortifications: Jonquières in
950, l’île du pont Saint-Geniès, county foundation from 1226, and the « New Town » of Ferrières created
in 1250. Rivals for a long time, each one had its own church and banner: one blue, the other white and
the third red. Thus, two centuries before the revolution, Martigues displayed the tricolor flag; and we
like to think, in the absence of an official version, that the people of Martigues, who took part in the
Storming of the Bastille, would be the source of our national flag. An act of union of the three districts
was signed in the church of Ferrières Saint-Louis d’Anjou on April 21th, 1581. Martigues became one of
the most important cities of Provence, after Marseille.

Nowadays, Martigues is the fourth city of the department with a population of around 48,000
inhabitants and keep developing, mostly through the planning of public spaces, in harmony with the
remnants of the past.

Loyal to the remains of the past, Martigues maintains its unique charm with its color and light effects
along the walls of « l’île » district.
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MARTIGUES, TOWN OF HISTORY
On Martigues territory, the Fort de Bouc erects its walls of pink
limestone at the outlet of the Caronte channel. Since the Middle Ages, it
keeps this passage between the Gulf of Fos and the Etang de Berre,
halfway between Marseille and the Rhône. The Fort de Bouc has been
registered as an historical monument since January 6th, 1930.
In the past, three villages of their own, the three districts of Martigues,
have been reunited by a treaty of unification signed in 1581 by Henri
d’Angoulême, Count of Provence. Each district, being constructed as a little town, has kept its own sites like its
church and city center.

JONQUIÈRES DISTRICT
Church Saint-Geniès (1625)
Rebuilt in the 17th century, very sober style, built in the « spirit of the
Counter Reformation », in reaction to the baroque style of the time.
The classical front holds the statue of Gerard Tenque, born in
Martigues in 1040, founder of the « hospital order dit de Malte ».
The statue was sculpted in the 1980s/1990s by a builder from
Martigues, Nazaire BERNARD.

Location : Quai Alsace Lorraine.

L’Annonciade des Pénitents Blancs Chapel
(17th century)
From a Baroque style, the Chapel of l’Annonciade des Pénitents
Blancs is registered as an historic monument. Set of outstanding
decor in Basse-Provence: Painted walls in optical illusion, carved
paneling, golden altarpiece, painted ceiling in Venetian style.
Graffiti from the revolutionary period.
Location : Quai Alsace Lorraine.

Lapidary Garden
At the edge of the canal Gallifet, it reunites some archeological
remains, stones, fragments of a Gallo-Roman temple and
especially the altar discovered at St-Pierre hamlet (Witness of the
imperial cult)
Location : Avenue Felix Ziem.
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L’ÎLE DISTRICT
Situated in the very heart of the town, the district of l’Ile presents an urban very picturesque landscape with its
« Quai des Anglais », its colored walls, its typical pond called « Miroir aux oiseaux » where are reflected the fronts
of the old fisher houses in front of which it is still possible to see the little fishing boats.
At the center of a modern town, this district full of history has known how to keep its charm and its authenticity
with its little places where the fishers’ souls remain.
The presence of markets (on Thursdays and Sundays mornings) wakes in the memory of old locals memories of
fishing arrivals on the banks of the canal Saint-Sebastien.
What has attracted landscape painters of the 19th century, now attracts contemporary artists, filmmakers and
photographers looking for local colors.

Private hotel Colla de Pradines,
Fomer City Hall (17th century)
City hall between 1808 and 1983, this beautiful building - private hotel of
Colla de Pradines’s family – was built during the 17th century from the model
of Aix-en-Provence. Well wedged at the corners by buttresses and pilasters,
the frontage imposes itself by balanced proportions and by the distribution of
bays. We can find there a plaque in memory of Gerard Tenque, founder of
the Order of Knights of Malta. Nowadays, the building is used for Martigues’
district court.
Location : Cours Aristide Briand.

The « Miroir aux Oiseaux »
The Quai Brescon, called « Miroir aux Oiseaux », classified site
since October 28th 1942, has become painters’ favorite place
since the end of the 19th century. Body of water lined by fisher’s
houses with painted frontages, it has fascinated numerous
painters such as Delacroix, Corot, Loubon, Ziem or Dufy.
Location : Quai Brescon.

Church Sainte-Marie-Madeleine (1670)
The construction started in 1681 and was achieved in 1688, but
it probably was a reconstruction because a mannerist doorway
still remains on the north side. The location at the edge of the
canal was, at the time, very central and close to the city hall.
The Church opens on the Rue de la République, main street of
l’Ile. This luxurious front is a good example of the baroque
architecture said « Marseillais » that we could find during the
second half of the 17th century. There is also a beautiful church
organ of the 19th century. This monument has been classified
on January 23rd, 1947.
Location : Rue de la République.
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La maison en Chapeau de Gendarme (18th century)
« La Maison en chapeau de Gendarme » is a house characteristic because it is in the
shape of a French gendarme's cap. Gilles Grangier shot the film « La cuisine au
beurre » in 1963, a Comedy reuniting famous French actors Fernandel and Bourvil. The
inside of the house is not open for visit.
Location : Quai François Marceau

Le Palais Comtal (12-13th century)
From the 12th and 13th century, it is a rare example of medieval civil
architecture in Provence which presents a Roman front with bays with semicircular
arches, discovered in 1981. The inside is not open for visit.
Location : Rue Galinière

La place Mirabeau
Set of nice middle-class houses. Old community house. Fountain from
the 17th century, renovated in 1997, formerly on the main street of
Jonquières. To notice: a little century old cicada at the roof ridge at the
corner of street du Jeu de Paume and place Mirabeau.
Location : L’île distric.

The archaeological Museum-Window (1989)
The archaeological display situated on Martima Place (L’île district) is a
restitution in its natural site of 80m², on the remains of a primitive Gallic
village ( 5th century BC). Street alignments with the objects where they
were found, and four houses rebuild according to archaeological and
ethnic data.
Location : Place Martima.

Henri Fabre Stele
The stele has been built in memory of the hydroplane inventor, who did
his first flight above the Etang de Berre on March 28th, 1910.
Location : Parking Henri Fabre

The Prud’homie de Pêche (1930)
This building is known for its neo-classic front, decorated with a
curious well-made high relief. Dominated by a sculpture proper to
the 17th century, nowadays, fishing equipments replace the warrior
equipments of the time.
Location : Quai Lucien Toulmond
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FERRIÈRES DISTRICT
Church Saint-Louis d’Anjou (1650)
Church of Ferrière, rebuilt in 1675. Its bell tower is surmounted by a stone arrow
with a simple design, which shows the modesty of this church in the poorest district
of Martigues in the 17th century. On April 21st, 1581 the act of union of the three
districts was signed, giving rise to Martigues. Appended to the enter, you could
notice the rustic portal with a shattered pediment from the old Chapel « des
Pénitents Bleus ».
Location : Rue du Colonel Denfert.

Museum Ziem
Museum Ziem was born in 1908 thanks to the donations from numerous artists such as
Félix Ziem. If different collections are often offered, the second-floor stays devoted to the
permanent collection. The last floor presents a part of the archaeological and
ethnological collections (from prehistory to modern times) reflecting the importance and
omnipresence of the water in daily lives of the people of Martigues, fishing artefacts and
votive offerings.
Location : Boulevard du 14 Juillet.

Notre Dame de Miséricorde, dite « des Marins »
(17th century)
Guardian of the city (The votive offerings and the statue of the
Virgin are exposed in Ziem Museum). It gives access to a beautiful
panoramic view of the town and of the Etang de Berre.
Location : Route de la Vierge.

Cinematheque Prosper Gnidzaz
Prosper Gnidzaz, Cinema fan, donated to the town his collection
of around 1,105 film reels from the 1920’s and 1980’s, 1,000
scopitones and 65 different projection devices whether it is with
candles, with oil, or with bow ... the oldest ones are dated from
1885. It is a 300 m² space with houses exhibitions and various
projections.
Location : Rue Colonel Denfert.
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The History of Martigues Galery
Located on the first floor of the city hall, this space of
500m2 retraces the memory of a millennial city and its
inhabitants. Through videos, writings, photographs, 3D
models, or graphics, the Galery offers a deep highlight on
Martigues principal steps of evolution. From the first
civilizations to its incredible development during the
second half of the twentieth century, the Galery also
presents the City of tomorrow.
Location : Rond-point de l’Hôtel de Ville.
Située au rez-de-chaussée de l’Hôtel de ville, elle retrace,
au sein d’un espace de plus de 500 m2, la mémoire d’une
cité millénaire et de ses habitants. Au travers de vidéos,
de documents écrits, de photographies, de maquettes, ou
encore d’objets muséographiques, la Galerie propose un
éclairage approfondi sur les principales étapes de
Bastide du chemin de Paradis
l’évolution de Martigues. Des premières civilisations
humaines à son développement fulgurant durant la
Home of the writer and academician of the 20th
deuxième moitié du XXème siècle, elle présente également
century, Charles Maurras. Bourgeois house from the
la ville de demain.
beginning of the 17th century. It has the same
Situé à : Rond-point de l’Hôtel de Ville.
characteristics as a provencial bastide with its square
plan, its two floors and hip roof. French garden
created by Henri Mazet.
Location : Chemin du Paradis.

CARRO

Demeure de l'écrivain et académicien du XXème siècle
Charles Maurras. Maison bourgeoise du début
XVIIème siècle. Elle a les mêmes caractéristiques
qu’une bastide provençale avec son plan carré, ses
deux niveaux et son toit à quatre pentes. Jardins à
la française conçus par Henri Mazet.
Situé à : Chemin de Paradis

Le petit musée de Carro « Entre mer et
collines » ( Between sea and hills)
The exhibition revolves around a collection of old
photographs and various objects from professions of stone,
earth and sea, going from Antiquity to contemporary times.
Artefacts from daily life stand alongside fishing artefacts,
natural treasures from the ocean floor and the ship cargoes
stranded.
The museum holds more than 150 objects and a hundred of
photographs and old documents. It continues to grow thanks
to donations and acquisitions.
Location : Cercle Saint Pierre des pêcheurs on the harbor of
Carro.
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NATURAL SITES
Figuerolles Park
It covers 130 hectares of pine forests, has a great botanical
wealth and offers an agricultural heritage (sheepfolds, wells,
stone cisterns ...) which certifies the richness of the place.
The park is also known for its acrobatic course in the trees
(not free), its educational farm (free), poney rides (not free),
and its many fun routes for mountain bikes (free).
Il s’étend sur 130 Ha de pinèdes, dispose d’une grande
The quarries of Baou Tailla
richesse botanique et offre un patrimoine agricole
(bergeries,
citernes enextremity
pierre…)of
quithe
atteste
de de la
Situated at puits,
the South-West
presqu’île
la
richesse
du
lieu.
Le
parc
est
aussi
connu
pour
son
Nerthe, the quarries of La Couronne are well known for
parcours
arbres stone
(payant),
sa ferme
providing,acrobatique
at different dans
times,lesbuilding
to builders
pédagogique
(gratuite),
ses
balades
à
poney
(payant),
Marseillais. The activity of "quarrymen" or so-called
et
ses multiples
parcours
ludiques
pour VTT
"traceurs
de pierre"
has strongly
marked
the (gratuit).
landscape
around the village of La Couronne and Carro, small port
where the loading of materials to Marseilles took place.

HIKING

Situées à l'extrémité Sud-Ouest de la presqu'île de
la Nerthe, les carrières de la Couronne sont bien connues
pour avoir fourni, à différentes époques, de la pierre à
bâtir aux constructeurs Marseillais. L'activité des
There are several hiking trails around the Martigues
« carriersRegion.
» ou dits
Some
« traceurs
of thede
hiking
pierretrails
» a fortement
are listed
marqué
le paysage
alentours
du village
la Couronne
on the topo guide Les Bouches-du-Rhônes à pied.
Please
note: aux
During
summer
period,dethe
access
to the forest is restricted (0811 20 13 13). et à Carro,
petit port où s'effectuait l'embarquement des matériaux à
destination de Marseille.

Le Sentier du Littoral (the Coastal Trail), arranged path to do with family. Discovery of the
cultural and natural heritage of the Côte Bleue, from Les Laurons to Sausset-Les-Pins (42
educational panels giving information on marine ecology, land, geology, archeology, history,
human activities).
Distance: 15 km. Time : 4h. Level : Novice.

Le Sentier des douaniers( The smugglers’ path), this footpath runs from Figuerolles through the
city center of Martigues, Saint-Julien and Saint-Pierre hills and back to the Mediterranean sea. It
continues until Marseille. Red and white marks.
From Martigues-Figuerolles to Sausset-Les-Pins : Distance : 29km. Time : 8h30. Level : Novice.
From Martigues to La Couronne : Distance : 19km. Time : 5h30. Level : Novice.
The Botanical Loop, marked with 30 educational panels giving information about the various
environments (pine forest, scrubs and seaside).
Distance: 800m. Time: Variable according to people. Level : Novice.

La Voie Verte, between les Laurons and Carro along coastline for pedestrians and cyclists.
Distance: 1.5 km. Level : Novice.

Trim course, located on the Beaumaderie plateau between La Couronne-Vielle Beach and La
Saulce beach. It includes a dozen exercises points like for example logs.
Distance: 1.6 km. Level : Easy.
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PERSONALITIES
Born in Martigues, Gérard Tenque founded at the end of the 12th century the order of the
Hospital of Saint John of Jerusalem. Being venerated in Martigues, each of the three main
churches have a reliquary containing its relics. His effigy is reproduced on the walls of a lateral
altar of the Sainte Madeleine church; and his statue adorns the facade of Saint Genest church
in Jonquières. A public square bears his name and a commemorative plaque appears on the
facade of the Court of Instance (former City Hall), affixed by the felibres of Provence in 1891
Gérard Tenque
(1040-1118)
Son and grandson of fisherman born at No. 7 rue Galinière in 1841, Etienne Richaud made
rilliant studies and held high administrative positions. Promoted first Governor of Indochina,
then Inspector of the Navy and Colonies, he died at sea on May 31, 1889 aboard the ship
"Caledonian". Our city has its monument and one of the boulevards of the town bears his
name.

Etienne Richaud
(1841-1889)

Henri Fabre was born in Marseille in 1882, but he moved to Martigues to try to fly the
seaplane he had designed. On March 28, 1910, he succeeded for the first time in the history of
aviation to climb up to 20 meters above sea level of the Etang de Berre. His craft, made of
wood and meticulously assembled metal, is visible
in reproduction suspended on the ceiling of the hall of the Marignane airport. Henri Fabre
disappeared at the age of 102. A stele pays homage to him in the district of L’île.

Henri Fabre
(1882-1984)

Born in Martigues, Charles Maurras was a literary man and a convinced provincialist. His
house at No. 22 on the Chemin de Paradis is part of the heritage of Martigues. Bastid of the
seventeenth century, its garden, still "French", was designed at the request of its owner by
the architect Henri Mazet. The master of the place buried Maurras heart there,at his death.
Charles Mauras
(1868-1952)

Felix Ziem's name is closely linked to that of the city. The painter discovers Martigues (the sea
and the light of the south) in 1840. One of these sketches « La visite du président Loubet aux
flottes italiennes et françaises à Toulon » given to the city in 1908 allows the creation of the
museum, enriched by donations in 1912, the legacy of its workshop fund in 1993 and
acquisition drawings, notebooks and archives. Water, architecture, light and its reflections will
be constants of his work.

Felix Ziem
(1821-1911)
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MARTIGUES, CITY OF WATER
THE CÔTE BLEUE
Located between the Gulf of Fos and the bay of Marseille, Côte Bleue, coast cut with mysterious white coves and
crossroads of land and sea routes, is a ribbon of land stretching 25 km at the edge of the Mediterranean Sea. The
blue coast is the Mediterranean coast of the Nerthe massif which separates the Etang de Berre from the sea of the
same name.
ETANG DE

MARTIGUES

LA COURONNE
CARRO

BERRE

ENSUES-LA-REDONNE
SAUSSET-LES-PINS CARRY-LE-ROUET

MARSEILLE
MER MEDITERRANEE

Niolon, Ensuès-la-Redonne, Carry-le-Rouet, Sausset-les-Pins, La Couronne, Carro, each town, village that sits on the
coast is an invitation to the pleasures of the sea. Throughout the year, you can enjoy shellfish and fish caught the
same morning, especially on the port of Carro. Martigues is the main center of life of this coast, the villages of Carro
and La Couronne being part of the municipality. You can also admire the richness of the seabed in the Côte Bleue
marine regional park whose reserve is located in Cape Couronne and Carry-le-Rouet.

The marine environment of Côte Bleue
All the underwater riches of the Mediterranean are represented:


A vast herbarium of Posidonia (this very important plant for marine ecosystems) the largest of the Bouchesdu-Rhône.



Rocky islets and submarine "drop-offs" known for the fairytale colors offered by red corals.



Numerous fish thanks to the nutrient richness of the waters, and alternating sea currents from East to
West.
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It should also be noted that this rich and protected marine environment is the driving force of tourism and leisure
activities: swimming, boating, fishing, and especially scuba diving remain attractive on our Coast, away from other
sites victims of over-frequentation.
The regular presence of the mistral (wind) also makes the happiness of the windsurfers and other surfers of sea.

The Blue Coast Marine Park.
From Carro to Carry-le-Rouet via Sausset-les-Pins, the coastline consists in low rocky
plateaus, sandstone and limestone, between which ports, shelters and beaches of
small dimensions take place. In 1983, the association Regional Marine Park was
born from the desire to preserve this fundamental asset of the Blue Coast. Its role is
to protect the marine environment, manage fishing resources, know and promote
the sea.

HARBOURS
City of water, Martigues is also the city of marinas (old fishing ports). She counts 9 of them in the municipality:
7 harbors spread over the three districts of the city: Ferrières, Ile, Jonquières and on the Mediterranean coast of
the town representing more than 1,600 spots
2 dry ports installed on the banks of the Caronte canal representing some 1,450 places on land.

BEACHES
In the city center the sandy beach of Ferrières on the Etang de Berre
With its 15 km of Mediterranean coast, Martigues has very beautiful sandy beaches, designed for pleasure and
relaxation
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BRIDGES
Throughout its history, Martigues has had to face the delicate problem of crossing the waters. The history of its bridges
...

The Bridges of la passe Nord (2000/2001)
Built as a replacement for the revolving bridge (1853-1998) and the
metal bridge (1949-2000), these two bridges are the culmination of
the effort devoted by the city to effectively solve the eternal
problem of crossing water. In harmony with the heritage history of
the bridges of the Venice of Provence, this work meets the needs of
circulation and security of the coming century.

The Lift Bridge (1962)
Built to replace the 1929 swing bridge, above of the shipping canal,
work began in 1959 and was completed in 1962. This is a bridge
opening in the middle, by a controlled electric maneuver from a
nearby peasant house in the district of L’île. Its height allows the
passage of boats of 5, 8 meters of draft.

Highway Viaduc (1972)
The construction of the Marseille - Fos highway (A55) has
started crossing the canal through a viaduct, located outside the
city to prevent heavy goods vehicles from passing through by
the center, but close enough though for serve as an intra-urban
connection. Work has begun in 1968 and commissioning took
place in August 1972. It is now part of the landscape of
Martigues and its silhouette (42m high) symbolizes just as much
the image of Martigues than other older or more traditional
landmarks.

Railway viaduct of Caronte (1914)
Crossing the Caronte Channel, to a point where it is particularly wide, required the construction of a metal
viaduct with a pivoting part to allow the passage of ships. With a width of 9.7 m and a length of 942 m, this
spectacular structure in its design and operation was commissioned in 1915. It was damaged (dynamited by
German troops during their retreat) during World War II and rebuilt after the Liberation in 1954. When it
opens, the bridge releases a navigable pass 43 m wide. When closed, the height below the joists is 23 m.
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MARTIGUES AND URBANISM
L’Hôtel de Ville (City Hall) (1983)
Architectural curiosity and administrative building, the
Town Hall of Martigues was 30 years old in 2013. This
modern administrative complex designed by the architect
Claude Delaugerre was inaugurated in 1983. It is built on
stilts on the site of old salt marshes.

La Halle of Martigues (1993)
In a privileged site, La Halle is a large multipurpose room.
Directed by Diepietromaria and Lossi, it is the ideal space
for all major variety shows, dance, conventions and trade
shows. More than 4000 seats for the expression of all
creations.
Location : Avenue Louis Sammut

The Public Library Louis Aragon (1981/ 2004)
Built on concrete piles embedded in a spongy basement, the library
presents an original architecture (Emile Pamart) by the layout of its
spaces, the use of traditional materials such as brick and wood.
Inaugurated in 1981, an expansion in 2004 increased its area to
3,600 m² and makes it one of the largest in the region.
Location : Quai des Anglais

Le Théâtre des Salins (1995)
National scene of 600 seats, the Théâtre des Salins is a
theater called Italian Fabre, Speller and Narpozzi. Parallel to
the three churches of the city, the theater of Salins is an
imposing building of 500 m ². The main facade pierced with
5 entry doors and 5 windows is preceded by a wooded patio
reminiscent of the small shady squares of Provencal villages.
This facade undeniably invites to discover the secrets of the
building.
Location : Quai Paul Doumer.

La Maison du Tourisme (2002)
It complements the development plan for the Hôtel de Ville
district entrusted to Antoine Grumbach, architect and winner of
the urban competition.
Location : Rond-Point de l’Hôtel de Ville.
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Verdon landscaped parking (2001)
This car park won the 1st Regional Grand Prize for Architecture
and Landscape 2003 awarded by the Regional Technical College
of CAUE (Council of Architecture Urbanism and Environment)
Provence Alpes Côte d'Azur. The succession of terraces, the
development of ditches and the creation of a large grassed area
in disbursements make it possible to manage the large influx of
runoff water. The various paths, planted with albizzias and
melias, the passages on footbridges, as well as the large
wooden deck create a very original public park.
Location : Plage du Verdon (Verdon Beach), La Couronne.

MARTIGUES, LAND OF TRADITION
GASTRONOMY
Fishing at the « Calen »
Typically from Martigues, the Grand Canal Galliffet now only has one Calen,
large net stretched between the banks of Jonquières and Ferrieres. This type of
fishing is aimed at catching mullet, and especially testis, a breed of fish that is
very popular for the production of botargo. The system is simple: 90 meters of
mesh and nylon reversible in one direction or the other, according to the
direction of the current. When the mullet season ends, the Calen continues to
trap other marine species.

The Botargo
A typical specialty of Martigues, it is commonly called "the caviar of Martigues ".
Salted and dried mullet eggs, the Botargo, « Poutargue », strong in taste and
color, is produced today only by handful fishermen. The last team (present
under the viaduct of the city for 300 years) is installed on the Galliffet canal and
still uses the "calen" (net). The eggs are rinsed, cleaned, salted abundantly and
pressed for days then dried in the open air. The operation is entirely artisanal.
Location : En Bordure du chenal de Caronte

Wine of « La Venise Provençale »
The "Venise provençale" wine cooperative of Saint Julien les Martigues offers a
wine classified as Coteaux d’Aix en Provence and rosé, red or white wines are
proposed there, one also produces natural grape juice.
Location : Coopérative vinicole de Saint-Julien-les-Martigues, 13500 Saint-Julienles-Martigues.
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Les Mêlets
A very spicy preparation from Martigues based on small anchovies associated
with fennel, it is seasoned only with pepper and salt. "The Mêlets" are a popular
accompaniment to the famous Provencal aperitif.

Domaine le Mas Blanc Wine and Olive Oil
Eric LAURENT, owner, harvester and olive grower, proposes an A.O.C wine
classified as Coteaux d’Aix-en-Provence - in pink, red and white. It also offers
extra-virgin green fruity type olive oil from more than 30 varieties of olive trees
grown on the estate.
Location : Domaine le Mas Blanc – Plan Fossan

La Tomette Gourmande
It is the sweetness that distinguishes Jean-Bernard
Poitevin of his confreres. In the form of tiles
it consists of milk chocolate, hazelnuts, almonds, sesame seeds, anise seeds and
a hint of Camargue salt.

Les Perles de l'Etang
These pearls were created in 1965 by Mr. Favier.
These are small candies made with candied cherries macerated in alcohol, rolled
in a layer of marzipan, then dipped one by one in chocolate and icing sugar.
Location : Les Perles de l’Etang – Cours du 4 septembre.

TRADITIONS
folklore provençal
In Provence, dance played such an essential role that a bad dancer was often despised.
However, at the beginning of the 19th century, the onslaught of technical progress disrupted
the way of life and led to the disappearance of folk dance. In Martigues, two troupes
perpetuate our traditional dances so that our Provençal culture will not be forgotten. Both
have gained worldwide renown and are now exporting our culture around the world. La
Capouliéro : Location : Site Pablo Picasso.

The « Targo »
The Provencal joust game, better known as Targo, differs from the classic joust game with a
shorter spear and a narrower Tinteino (platform). The Targo is only practiced east of the
Rhone. It remains the sporting element characteristic of the votive festivals of the cities which
constitute the region of Martigues and the pond
of Berre.

Venitian Celebration
It is in 1928, on July 28th, that Martigues knew the Venetian festival for the first time. A tank
corso was taking place in the Canal du Roy (whose name is "Gallifet" today). An authentic
Venetian gondola from Venice opened the parade of the latter with, on board, the "Queen
of Martigues and her Bridesmaids" under a brilliant fireworks display. The fame of this
festival first went beyond the limits of the commune, then those of the department, to then
be known throughout the country. Since 1993, the Venetian festival has turned into a magical pyromelodie show on the
pond of Berre and attracts as much the local and tourist populations.
Contacts Presse : Caroline BONIFACI / Astrid FIOLET DIT CABROZ - Office de Tourisme et des Congrès de Martigues – maj mars 2018
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MARTIGUES, LE GOUT DE LA FÊTE PARTY
SPIRIT ?
CELEBRATIONS
National Boules week

Venitian Evening

Provençal city par excellence, Martigues
is transformed each year into the capital of
lawn bowling. We can then hear in
the calm of the picturesque canals
exclamations and comments from the players
petanque or "la longue",
common name for provencal ball game.
Provencal game, National petanque:
end of January, beginning of February

Since 1928, Martigues has celebrated every year on
its canals the marriage of water and light.
Originally a nautical parade of floats, this traditional
festival is now a sumptuous
show in pyromelodie on the pond of Berre,
attracting more than 10,000 spectators each year.
First Saturday of July

Angling week
Carnival
The Carnival is typically a great parade animated by
professional Arts companies
of the street to which joins the whole population.
April

Martégales Joust
The martial jousters train every afternoon on the canals
of the city from June to the end of August and offer
passersby an unusual spectacle, unique in the very
heart of the city.
June

Saint-Jean Celebration
It is a traditional Provencal feast where the dancers, in
regional costume, parade in all
the city from one point to another in order to give a
sheaf of wheat to the first Magistrate - symbol of the
end of the harvests. The evening begins with the
explosion of a
fireworks, the rhythm of fifes and tambourines.
End of June

French game fishing chiampionship.
first two weeks of August

Flâneries au Miroir
« Venitian charm in Martigues »
Exclusively in the South and for one weekend, a
hundred costumed – Les Masqués Vénitiens de France enliven the heart of the wandering city
in the 3 districts, lend themselves to the game of photo
shoots, and present a show of sound and light. In
parallel, the Italian village
hosts a craft market and gastronomic producers from
all regions of Italy.
Second weekend of September.

« Martigues Illuminée »
An evening walk for families to see the Christmas lights
in the town.
December
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Sea and Fishermen’s Festival

Christmas Mass

Martigues, an old fishing port, has always celebrated
St. Peter, patron saint of fishermen. First votive feast,
the Fishermen's Day has become more
typical: it is today a gathering
aiming at the procession and boarding
of St Pierre on boats of "small fishing". Trawlers,
professionals and amateurs come
to attend from all corners of the Mediterranean.
End of June

Traditionally at midnight, the Mass
commemorate the birth of Christ and
is accompanied by typical rites
Provençaux such as offerings
(donations made by traditional crafts),
the Pastrage (presentation of the lamb),
or the living nativity scene.
December 24th between 11pm and midnight in
one of the 3 churches in the city.

LES FESTIVALS
Chamber music festival
The young organizers of this event, children of the country, win every year
their bet: to make the Venice of Provence a meeting place where musicians
and music lovers, students and teachers are united in the same pleasure,
that provided by music .
July

Martigues Festival – « World dances, music and song »
Existing since 1989, the Martigues festival has become the most popular
live show in the Bouches du Rhône department. It is also one of the most
popular scenes in the world for all traditional expression artists,
choreographers, dancers, musicians, and singers from all five continents.
For 8 days, and on a floating stage, in a unique setting, the Venice of
Provence becomes the theater of cultures of the World,
place of all exchanges and all meetings; and this for the 500 artists
present and for the public come in curiosity.
Last week of July
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MARTIGUES, EASY ACCESS
GPS Coordinates :
Latitude> 43.405408
Longitude> 05.047547

PLANE

TRAIN

CAR

BUS

Marseille-Provence airport

Arbois TGV station in Aix-en-

From Aix-en-Provence

Bus line 34 :

located in Marignane

Provence - 35 kilometers (Paris

Take the A51 highway until the

Martigues - Marseille

at 30 kilometers

- Aix 2h50)

junction of the A7 highway

SNCF Train Station
in Marseille Saint-Charles
40 kilometers
(Paris – Marseille 3h)
SNCF Train station
in Martigues Lavéra
TER regular line n°7
Marseille – Miramas
5 km from city center

towards Fos-Martigues then
take the A55 highway towards

Bus line 39 :
Martigues - Aix en Provence

Martigues - Fos-sur-Mer -

Bus line 38 :

Montpellier, exit at

Martigues- APT Marignane

Martigues.(45 km)
www.lepilote.com
From Marseille

Allôcartreize : 0 810 00 13 26

Highway A55 towards FosMartigues, exit at Martigues.
(37 km)

http://ulysse-reseau.fr

From Arles/Nîmes
Take the N113 to the exit 9
(Fos-sur-Mer), then N568 to
Port-de-Bouc, finally A55 for 5
km to Martigues. (53 km from
Arles)
From Salon/Istres
From Salon-de-Provence, take
the D16 to Istres then take the
D5 to Martigues. (34 km)
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